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NRC STAFF RESPONSE TO MOTION TO
SUSPEND OR REV0KE LICENSE AMENDMENT

I. INTRODUCTION

On October 7,1983, the NRC published in the Federal Register a'

notice of consideration of the issuance of amendments to the Turkey

Point 3 and 4 licenses and offered an opportunity for hearing. 48 Fed.

Reg. 45862. 1_/ Pursuant to that notice, the Ce'nter for Nuclear

Responsibility, Inc. and Joette Lorion (Petitioners or Intervenors) filed

a timely petition to intervene and request for hearing on November 4,

1983. ' Subsequently, the Petitioners were found to have standing to

intervene pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 2.714 and their proposed Contentions

(b) and (d) were admitted for adjudication. Prehearing Conference Order,

May 16, 1984.

On August 10, 1984, Florida Power & Light Company (" Licensee") filed

two motions for summary disposition of Contentions (b) and (d) with

'-1/ Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 9 50.91(a)(4), the Staff made a final no
significant hazards consideration determination and issued the
contested amendments on December 23, 1983.
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accompanying statements of material facts as to which it alleged there

was no genuine issue to be heard and supporting affidavits. Both motions

were supported by a single memorandum of law. On September 4,1984, the
,

NRC Staff filed a response, which included affidavits, in support of the

motions. On that same date, the Intervenors filed a response, including

', supporting affidavits by Joette Lorion and Dr. Gordon D. J. Edwards, in

opposition to Licensee's motions. Intervenors Response to Licensee's

Motion for Summary Disposition of Intervenors' Contentions (b) and (d)

("Intervenor's Response"), September 4,1984.

By letter dated March 18, 1985, counsel for Licensee notified the

Board that Westinghouse Electric Corporation had informed Licensee that

it was "necessary to revise the ECCS evaluation model procedure by which

the core flooding rate information generated by the WREFLOOD code is

introduced into the BART heat transfer coefficient calculation." Letter
! to Drs. Lazo, Cole and Leubke, NRC, from M. A. Bauser, March 18, 1985

at 1. At a prehearing conference held to receive additional oral

evidence on Licensee's summary disposition motions, Intervenors served a

motion to suspend or revoke the contested license amendments alleging

. that the letter: (a) " informs that there is no valid technical basis for
|

the WREFLOOD BART (sic) computer model," (b) " clearly identifies at least

one disputed issue of material fact," and (c) " undermines the Comis-

sion's own determination that there was a no significant hazards con-

sideration involved." Intervenors' Motion to Suspend or Revoke License

Amendments, March 26,1985, at 1-2 (" Motion"). Intervenors request that

the amendments be suspended or revoked until the Board has determined

., . _ _ _ _ . -_ _ - _ . .
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that there is a valid technical basis for the amendments. Motion at 1, 3.

The Staff response to this motion is set forth below.

.

II. DISCUSSION

Intervenors request that the license amendments be summarily sus-
'

pended or revoked prior to the completion of a hearing on the amendments.
.

The stated grounds for this relief are that there is no valid technical

basis for the amendments and that the Staff's conclusion that the amend-

ments involve no significant hazards has been undermined. Motion at 1-2.

This latter assertion as to the significant hazards consideration

determination provides no basis for staying the effectiveness of the

amendments. Under Section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended,

and NRC regulations, an amendment may be issued and made immediately

effective "in advance of the holding and completion of any required hear-

ing," upon a final determination that the amendment involves no

significant hazards considerations. 42 U.S.C. 5 2239(a)(2)(A); Notice

and State Consultation, 48 Fed. Reg. 14873, 14876 (April 6, 1983); see

10 C.F.R. 9 2.105(a)(4)(1). The Commission has stated that any question

as to the " staff's determinations on the issue of significant versus no

significant hazards consideration that may be raised in any hearing on

the amendment will not stay the effective date of the amendment." Notice

and State Consultation, 48 Fed. Reg. 14873, 14876 (April 6, 1983). Thus

any challenge or question as to the correctness of the Staff's significant

hazards determination may not serve as a basis to stay (suspend or revoke)

the amendments in advance of the holding and completion of any required

hearing or evidentiary presentation. The Licensing Board lacks the

_ ___ __
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authority to alter the effectiveness of the amendments based on
_

challenges to the no significant hazards consideration determination per

I|se.

The Board does have the authority to suspend the amendments on

safety grounds should it determine as a result of some evidentiary
''

presentation that such action is warranted. The jurisdiction of the
.

Licensing Board is proscribed by the notice of opportunity for hearing.

Commonwealth Edison Co. (Zion Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-616, 12 NRC

419, 426 (1980); Public Service Co. of Indiana, Inc. (Marble Hill Nuclear

Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-316, 3 NRC 167 (1976). Under

that notice, the Board has the jurisdiction to take such actions

regarding the amendments, including modification or revocation, upon the

completion of the proceeding, if it determines that such action is

warranted by the evidence presented in the proceeding. Similarly, should

a party establish at some earlier point in the proceeding that the

evidence requires that the amendments be suspended or revoked on

2/ In addition, Intervenors do not provide any basis for concluding
that the amendments involve a significant increase in the proba-
bility or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create
the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated or involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety. As discussed below, the amendments are supported by a
large break LOCA analysis, with and without BART, which meets
10 C.F.R. 6 50.46 and Appendix K. Thus, the Staff's conclusion,
pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 50.92(c), that the amendments do not involve
a significant hazards consideration has not been undermined by the
revisions to the BART input methodo1Agf gnd the new peak cladding
temperature.

.
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substantive grounds, the Board is not precluded from granting such

relief.3/
Intervenors' assertion that the amendments are without a " valid

,

technica1' basis" is wholly unsupported. The letter on which Intervenors

rely does not establish that the amendments lack sufficient technical
,

.

3/ The means for granting such relief might properly be similar to the
procedures followed with respect to a temporary restraining order in
federal courts. Under such procedure, the Board would determine
whether to suspend or stay the effectiveness of the amendments based
on the factors for stay of decisions (set forth in 10 C.F.R.
92.788(e)):

(1) Whether the moving party has made a strong showing that it
,

is likely to prevail on the merits;

(2) Whether the party will be irreparably injured unless a
stay is granted;

(3) Whether the granting of a stay would harm other parties;
and

(4) Where the public interest lies.

While not necessarily dispositive, the weightiest consideration is
"the need to preserve the status quo -- whether the party requesting
a stay has shown that it will be irreparably injured unless a stay
is granted." Westinghouse Electric Corp. (Exports to the
Phillipines), CLI-80-14, 11 NRC 631, 662 (1980). Intervenors,
however, have not addressed these factors and would not prevail if
the four factors are considered. Intervenors have not made any
showing that they would prevail on the merits. Intervenors will not
be irreparably injured absent an immediate suspension of the
amendments because current operation under the amendments is safe
since BART and the new calculated PCT meet ECCS acceptance criteria
and any potential harm may be redressed at the conclusion of the
proceeding. The Licensee would be harmed if the stay were granted
because it would be required to operate in a manner other than the
more efficient operation authorized by the amendments. Finally, the
public interest favors operation under the amendments because safe
and efficient power generation is beneficial to the public.

..
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foundation. To the contrary, the letter merely states that (1) it was

"necessary to revise the ECCS evaluation model procedure by which the

core flooding rate information generated by the WREFLOOD code is
.

introduced into the BART heat transfer calculation" and (2) use of the

revised procedure results in a calculated peak cladding temperature (PCT)
' higher than the 1972*F PCT indicated in the affidavit of tiark J. Parvin

*
supporting the motion for summary disposition, but "well below the 2200 F

limit established by 10 C.F.R. G 50.46." Testimony by Mark J. Parvin and

Michael Y. Young at the March 26, 1985 prehearing conference explained

the reasons for the revised data transfer procedure and that the

resulting calculated PCT is 2051*F. Tr. 124-130.

Further, the NRC Staff agrees with the testimony presented by

Messrs. Parvin and Young on this natter and concludes that the revised

procedures are in compliance with 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix K, and that

the 2051 F calculated PCT is within the temperature limit of 10 C.F.R.

s 50.46. Affidavit of Summer B. Sun and G. Norman Lauben, April 9,1985,

at 2-3 (attached). O Consequently, the revision in the data transfer

procedures which resulted in a higher calculated PCT, to which counsel

for Licensee alluded in the March 18, 1985 letter, does not establish

-4/ As indicated in the attached affidavit, the Staff is preparing a
supplement to the BART Safety Evaluation, dated December 21, 1983,
to reflect the revision in the data input methodology and will
separately document the revised, calculated PCT for Turkey Point.
Sun /Lauben Affidavit at 3.

______ - ______-__
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that the amendments lack a valid technical basis or that the requirements

of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.46 and Part 50, Appendix K, have not been met. N

In addition, at the Staff's request the Licensee performed a large ,

break LOC' analysis using the non-modified, approved 1981 ECCS evaluation

model including the FLECHT correlation instead of BART which resulted in a
'

calculated PCT of 2130 F. Affidavit of Summer B. Sun, September 4,1984,
.

at 4, acccmpanying NRC Staff Response to Licensee Motions for Summary

Disposition of Contentions (b) and (d), September 4,1984. This

calculation is wholly unaffected by the revisions to the data transfer

procedures from the WREFLOOD code to the BART code of which Intervenors

complain. Thus, even assuming that Intervenors could prove that BART

does not meet NRC criteria, the Safety Evaluation supporting the amend-

ments provides a sufficient technical basis for the issuance of the

amendments. Safety Evaluation, December 23, 1983, at Section 4.2. The

assertion that the amendments are without a valid technical basis should

be rejected.

-5/ Intervenors argue that the information in the letter regarding the
revision in input procedures to BART and the resulting higher calcu-
lated PCT, read together with Contention (b), " clearly identifies at
least one disputed issue of material fact." Motion at 2; Hodder,
Tr. 95-96(b). The revisions in the ECCS analysis came as a result
of deficiencies discovered in the data transfer procedure between
the WREFLOOD and BART computer codes and were not a consequence of
deficiencies in BART, as alleged in Contention (b). This error in
the evaluation model, which has been corrected through revision of
the data transfer procedure, does not affect the appropriateness of
summary disposition on Contention (b) because the new calculated PCT
of 2051*F is below the 2200 F limit of 10 C.F.R. G 50.46. Thus,
this simple revision to the predicted PCT does not establish a
genuine issue as to a material fact.

i

!
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In sum, Intervenors' claims are without merit and provide no

justification for suspension or revocation of the amendments prior to

some evidentiary presentation or hearing on the merits. The amendments
,

are suppoSted by a valid technical basis in that both the large break

LOCA analysis using BART and the previously approved ECCS evaluation
'

model meet Appendix K and yield a calculated PCT that meets the
*

requirements of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.46. In addition, Intervenors' challenge

as to the adequacy of the Staff's no significant hazards consideration

determination provides no basis for staying the effectiveness of the

amendments pending the completion of a hearing on the amendments.

Accordingly, the motion should be denied.

III. CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, the Intervenors' request that the amendments

be summarily suspended without any evidentiary presentation should be

rejected because the grounds for the Motion are wholly lacking in merit.

Respectfully submitted,

'

|
; Mitzi A. Young
; Counsel for NRC Staff
|
! Dated at Bethesda, Maryland

this 10th day of April, 1985

!

(

|
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|

|
|
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
'~

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
'85 A?R 15 A10:53

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD GFmCE " 9.?@
.. DOMif '; .. W twi:

.

s.O :.LM

In the Matter of )
) Docket Nos. 50-250 OLA-1 <-

'

FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY 50-251 OLA-1.,

' " ' ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ' ~ "(Turkey Point Plant, Units 3 and 4) )5

AFFIDAVIT OF SilMMER B. SUN AND G. NORMAN
LAUBEN REGARDING REVISED INPUT METHODOLOGY

FOR BART ECCS COMPUTEP. CODE

I, Summer B. Sun, being duly sworn, state as follows:

1. I am employed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission as a
.9

Nuclear Engineer in the Core Performance Branch of the Division of

Systems Integration, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. A copy of my

professional qualifications is already on record in this proceeding.

I, G. Norman Lauben, being duly sworn, state as follows:

2. I am employed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission as a

Section Leader in the Reactor Systems Branch of the Division of Systems

Integration, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. A copy of my

professional qualifications is attached.

! 3. The purpose of this affidavit is to address the change in input

methodology for the BART computer code wi.. h was initially reported to.

the Board on March 18, 1985 in a letter from Michael A. Bauser, Counsel

i for Licensee. In addition, in consideration of that issue, this affidavit
i

modifies statements in the affidavit of Sumer B. Sun, dated September 4,'

| 44e/#e/ ^

,
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1984, whic.h accompanied the staff response to the Licensee's motions for

summary disposition, and the Staff's Safety Evaluation related to the

amendments, dated December 23, 1983. ,

4. In a letter dated March 22, 1985, (attached) Westinghouse

Electric Corporation informed the NRC Staff of a revision to input metho-
..

dology or data transfer procedure between the WREFLOOD and BART codes in
.

the Westinghouse Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) evaluation model

used to demonstrate compliance with 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K to 10 CFR

50. Westinghouse indicated that the revision in the way input to the

BART code is determined from the WREFLOOD code may result in an increase

in calculated peak cladding temperature (PCT) for analyses which used the

BART code and provided a reanalysis of the large break LOCA for Turkey

Point.

5. Core inlet flooding rate (Vin) calculated as a function of

time in the WREFLOOD computer code is used as input to the BART code.

Under the previous procedure, however, only a limited number of Vin

points were made available from WREFLOOD. During the first few seconds

of the core reflooding transient, the change in Vin as a function of

time is oscillatory. Consequently, the use of a limited number of points

from WREFLOOD did not allow an accurate representation of Vin or the

integral of Vin used in BART. In particular, the integral of Vin and

consequently the water level in the core was too high as used in BART.

See Westinghouse Figures 1 and 2 (attached). The higher water level

yielded an earlier onset of entrainment which resulted in an earlier

initiation of steam cooling in the core and thus a lower calculated PCT.

.

w < - - < - ~w ~ -'s e"- --v- , ~ -- y- - r ---n-- -- - - -----
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. estinghouse modified the data transfer procedure so that good6. W

agreement now exists between WREFLOOD and BART. The revised procedure

also instructs the data analyst to assure that for all times during the ,

.

reflood the integrated value of Vin used in BART is equal to or less

than that calculated by WREFLOOD. A reanalysis of the Turkey Point
..

Units 3 and 4 was performed using the new data transfer procedure. The-

6

new results show a 79 F increase in the previously calculated PCT of

1972 F. This PCT of 2051 F is well below the 2200*F limit specified in

10 CFR 50.46.

7. The Staff has reviewed the information submitted by Westing-

house and finds the new data transfer procedure is satisfactory and the

ECCS evaluation model now meets the requirements of Appendix K to 10 CFR 50.

The Staff also corcludes that the newly calculated PCT for Turkey Point 3

and 4 meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46. The Staff is preparing a

supplement to the Safety Evaluation on the BART Code, dated December 21,

1983, to reflect the revision to the input methodology and will separately

document the revised PCT for Turkey Point.

8. We have also reviewed the testimony presented by Mr. Mark J.

Parvin and Michael Y. Young (Tr. 124-130) regarding the revisions in

data transfers procedures from WREFLOOD to BART and the revised PCT.

That testimony is correct and is in agreement with the Staff

understanding of the matter.

9. We have reviewed the " Affidavit of Summer B. Sun Regarding

| Contention (b),"datedSeptember4,1984. As a result of the newly

calculated PCT, the value for PCT (page 3, paragraph 6) should be

changed from "1972 F" to "2051*F." In addition, to correct inadvertent

word omissions, the words " reduction in" should be inserted in the third

!

:

L
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sentence of paragraph 7 (page 3), so that the sentence now reads: The"

,

reduction in reflood rate . . . ." With the exception of the aforementioned

items and because the Sun Affidavit discusses the BART code rather than
,

the ECCS evaluation model as a whole, including the transfer of data among

various codes, the conclusions of the Sun Affidavit remain unchanged and are
'

hereby affirmed.
'

10. Similarly, the calculated value for PCT found in Sections 4.2

and 7.0 of the Staff Safety Evaluation, dated December 23, 1983, will be

changed from 1972 F to 2051 F. All other conclusions regarding BART and

the results of large break LOCA analysis are unchanged by the revised data

procedure and remain valid.

The foregoing and the attached statement of professional

qualifications are true and correct.
,

L4MJak LL<
"' Summer B. Sun

.

m
G. Nor/ nan Lauben

Subscribed and sworn to before me,a4M
this 9W day of April,1985. /

-

Notary Public'

My commission expires: 7//,/flo

.
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My name'is George Norman Lauben. I am employed as a Section Leader in.the

Reactor Systems Branch, Division of Systems Integration, U.S. - Nuclear '+

Regulatory Commission. I have worked in the field of nuclear reactor safety

for 22 years, and in nuclear-activities for 26 years. I have worked for the

Commission and its predecessor, the Atomic Energy Commission, since 1968.

During this time, I have worked directly on reactor safety matters, including

Emergency' Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) performance review and Loss-of-Coolant

Accident (LOCA) analysis.

I was a member of the 1971 AEC ECCS task force and the AEC Staff Panel for the,

ECCS Rulemaking Hearing. I am the author of the T00DEE2 computer program used

by the NRC and the nuclear industry for transient fuel pin thermal analysis

during a LOCA. In my current position, I supervise the review of transient

and accident analyses and analytical methods submitted by vendors and

utilities for licensee applicants, fuel reloads, and plant modifications.

.

I have a B.Sc. and M.Sc. in Chemical Engineering from Case Institute of

-Technology (now Case Western Reserve University).
.

W
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cmc 5 ; w r,y NS-NRC-85-3025,

. cocnE: . S U V ':L
Mr. D. G. Eisenhut A M

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phillips Building

, , , . , _ .

.(

'

.

7920 Norfolk Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20014

Subject: BART-WREFLOOD Input Revision
.

Dear Mr. Eisenhut:

The purpose of this letter is to inform you of an input methodology 5revision in the interface between two computer codes used in the
Westinghouse Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) evaluation model
which is used to demonstrate compliance with Appendix K to
10CFR50.46. Specifically, the input methodology r'evision applies the
the way input to the BART code is determined from the WREFIDOD code
in the large break loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA) analyses. The

-

revision in the input methodology may result in an increase in
calculated peak cladding temperature for analyses which have used the.

BART computer code. This problem has been discussed with Dr. Brian
Sheron and Mr. Norman Lauben of your staff. Additional details
regarding this problem may be found in the attachment.

Westinghouse has reviewed the LOCA analyses which have been performed
with the Westinghouse ECCS evaluation model which incorporates the
BART code and WREFLOOD code interface and determined that the effect
of the input methodology revision would not result in any of the

0analyses exceeding the 2200 F regulatory limit on peak cladding
temperature. Reanalyses of Turkey Point units 3 and 4 have been
completed as reflected in the attachment and reanalyses of the other
cffected plants is in progress.

If you have any questions concerning these modifications, please,

contact Mr. Brian McIntyre of my staff at (412) 374-5506.

Sincerely,
We nghouse Electric Corporation

E. P. Rahe, Jr. , Manager
-

Nuclear Safety Department
ec: B. Sheron

N. Lauben

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -
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BART Vin ISSUE SUMMARY*

BACKGROUND ' ~ ~

,

In the course of performing work unrelated to the Florida Power and Light
Company analyses for Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 it was determined that'.

it was necessary to revise the approved procedure by which the flo'oding
rate informat' ion generated by the WREFLOOD code was transfered to the BART.
code. The core inlet flooding rate (Vin) is transfered by hand from the
WREFLOOD code output to the BART code input. Examination of a typical

. flooding rate curve shows that it is divided into two phases; an initial
|' insurge which takes place in approximately the first seven seconds,*

reachang values on the order of 15 in/sec or more, and the remainder of*

the transient which is characterized by relatively slowly varying inlet-

valecities on the order of one inch per second. The transient response.is
dspendent on the integrated value of the inlet velocity'.

A limited number- of instantaneous values of Vin are available to the,

! - nnalyst for replicating the Vin curve as a part of the'BART input.: Use of
c11 available Vin values in the initial insurge portion of the transient
.does not necessarily produce good integrated agreement at the start of the
cccond portion of the transient. Connecting the discrete input points can
'rcsult in more water in the core than the WREFIDOD code . calculates. '

1

i A representative example of WREFLOOD output and BART input is presented in
i figure 1. It can be seen that the area under the BART input Vin curve is i

greater than under the WREFLOOD output Vin curve.. The BART points are the_

| WREFLOOD values normally available to the analyst.-
|

| 1 A3 a result,.the integrated value of water in the core may be higher in-'

|
. BART than in the WREPLOOD code. This higher water level provides an-
carlier onset of entrainment which results in an earlier initiation of
ctcan cooling in the upper regions of the core. This earlier initiation

-

of steam cooling gives a lower calculated PCT than would be calculated if|
:

tho integrated value of the Vin curve from WREFLOOD had been matched
exactly.

The WREFIh0D integrated Vin curve and the BART integrated Vin curve for
Turkey. Point Units 3 and 4 are presented in figure 2.

~

. .

%

. -

C5:21 32/80/98< 002T
.
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.

A data transfer procedure, utilizing the available b'REFLOOD Vin output,has been developed and implemented that results in good agree =ent between,

the 'r'REFLOOD calculated value of the integrated flooding rate and the BART
calculated value of the integrated flooding . rate. This procedure also
cautions the analysis reviewer to verify the similarity of the integrated
Vin curves between the two codes and provides a standard method forcomparing the two curves.

.

.

IMPACT ON TUP 1TY POINT UNITS 3 AND 4
,

A reanalysii of the Turkey point Units 3 and 4 was performed using thisnew methodology. The results of this reanalysis indicated that thecalculated PCT increased 79 F to 2051 F from the original analysis value.,

of 1972 F.
The revised calculated peak cladding temperature is well below the 2200 F.

| limit of 10CFR50.46.

4
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'. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

'85 APR 15 A10:52

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD .

[0CK Ib[kIENicf.
'

'

In the Matter of )
) Docket Nos. 50-250 OLA-1 1

FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY ) 50-251 OLA-1 :.-
|).

e (Turkey Point Plant, Units 3 and 4)) (Vessel-Flux Reduction)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of "NRC STAFF RESPONSE TO MOTION TO SUSPEND
OR REV0KE LICENSE AMENDMENT" in the above-captioned proceeding have been I
served on the following by deposit in the United States mail, first class, '

or as indicated i>y an asterisk, by deposit in the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission's internal mail system, this 10th day of April,1985:

*Dr. Robert M. Laza, Chairman Norman A. Coll, Esq.'

Administrative Judge Steel, Hector & Davis
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel 4000 Southeast Financial Center

- U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission Miami, FL 33131-2398 |

Washington, DC 20555

*Dr. Emeth A. Luebke
Administrative Judge * Atomic Safety and Licensing

,

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U.S Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washington, DC 20555 Washington, DC 20555

|

*Dr. Richard F. Cole * Atomic Safety and Licensing |

Administrative Judge Appeal Board Panel
| Atomic Safety and Licensing Roard Panel U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
' U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission Washington, DC 20555
| Washington, DC 20555
| * Docketing & Service Section
| Harold F. Reis, Esq. Office of the Secretary

Newman & Holtzinger, P.C. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
1615 L St., NW Washington, DC 20555
Washington, DC 20036 |i

|
Martin H. Hodder, Esq. Joette Lorion

i 1131 N. E. 86th Street 7269 SW 54th Avenue
| Miami, FL 33138 Miami, FL 33143
| '

i

.h
Mi tz( A.' Young r r

Counsel for NRC Staff
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